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Ally Eandi Airs Unfiltered Emotions in 'ghost
boy.'
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international clients.

(Los Angeles, CA) February 4, 2022 - With numerous critical acclaim as a recording artist

under her belt, it's hard to believe that Ally Eandi just started her musical journey less than a

year ago. This Golden Gate City product emerged in June 2021 with her debut 'My First Dance'

and is now back with her fourth single, 'ghost boy.' Joining forces with an all-women team of

creatives, 'ghost boy' addresses that experiencing a breakup is like grieving the death of

somebody you loved. Unlike any other, it is a breakup song that uses the metaphor of being in

love with a ghost to convey strong emotions. Through this whimsical pop-punk production,

listeners will undoubtedly connect with Ally on a heartfelt level. 

Bringing the pop-punk swagger of acts like Girl In Red, Chloe Moriondo, and Olivia Rodrigo,

19-year old singer-songwriter Ally Eandi never fails to showcase her confidence and emotions

while never losing sight of the raw passion and fairytale-like lyrics she is known for. This

current project sees the artist working with producer Kate Malone (Sam Hunt, Emma White,

Alana Springsteen) and NY-based mastering engineer Gabi Grella, and will go to prove further

that Ally Eandi is rapidly emerging to the forefront as one of the brightest lights in the music

scene.

'ghost boy' is now available on all streaming platforms, including Spotify. Follow this young

rising star via her Instagram handle and website to know more about upcoming endeavors. 
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